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Develop your skills to work smarter
In its 60-year history Endress+Hauser has always been committed to sharing
knowledge and investing in the development of engineers. This commitment is
now more important than ever, with a recognised engineering skills shortage in
the UK. That’s why we’ve invested £650,000 in a state-of-the-art training
centre to offer bespoke courses in process control, instrumentation and field
communication.
We’ve already seen a big demand for training apprentices and the
feedback we’ve received from our first trainees has been
outstanding. They’ve been impressed with the enthusiasm and
knowledge our experienced trainers have for their subjects, as well
as the high quality of our facilities. We are thrilled to have the
capacity to share our expertise in all aspects of process automation.
We offer a range of practical courses to help you optimise the
reliability and efficiency of your instrumentation. All our courses are
supported by relevant tooling, software and a wide range of working
process rigs and demonstration equipment, helping to make the
experience as realistic and hands-on as possible. We can tailor our
courses to your exact requirements so please get in touch to discuss
your training needs in more detail.

David Stokes
Training Manager

For more information on
training, see page 5.
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Training

Training from the experts
Whatever the size of your installed base, knowing how to operate,
programme and verify your instruments is essential for the smooth-running
of your plant. Whether you’re a senior maintenance engineer or just starting
your career, Endress+Hauser has the facilities and the expertise to meet all
your training requirements.
Our contemporary training centre offers bespoke courses to
improve your skills and optimise the effectiveness of your
instruments. With over 60 years’ experience in
measurement technology and process automation, you can
be sure you’re learning from the experts.

“The course exceeded my
expectations on many levels.”

Our facilities in Manchester include:
• A 12-seater classroom fitted with state-of-the-art
audiovisual (AV) equipment to ensure a modern and
comfortable environment for learning. Interactive
   software and AV equipment allow all participants to
actively take part in the training.
• A purpose-built workshop allows you to get hands-on
with the equipment. All power supplies, test equipment
and measurement evaluation tools are close to hand. In
   this environment you can learn to maintain, fault-find,
repair and reprogramme instruments at your own pace.
• A central training and process area designed to simulate a
real process environment. The main features of this area
   are a gas flow rig equipped with all common flowmeters; a
   pressure rig for PID loop tuning; a batch control rig for
   liquid dosing; an analytical rig featuring all the main
measurement parameters (including pH and
   conductivity); and a large process rig offering all common
measurement technologies for hands-on operation,
   programming and fault-finding.
• A central control room featuring Rockwell Automation
HMI and PLC with process control and plant asset
management facilities.

Instrument verification
Target audience Senior on-site maintenance personnel.
Content  Typical content will include tooling and software
for verification (including Fieldcheck), hotblocks, RTD
simulators and pressure sources. Training includes safety,
standard operating procedures, a step-by-step approach to
verifying instrument performance and recording and
storing the calibration data in a traceable manner.
Endress+Hauser Fieldcare and W@M tools are key
components of the course.

Instrumentation training
Our courses are designed to help us pass on our knowledge
in a structured way and are segmented so that you can
easily decide the best one for your requirements. Some
examples of our instrumentation courses are:
Instrument maintenance and breakdown recovery
Target audience On-site maintenance engineers and
contract maintenance personnel.
Content Typical content will cover safe working on the
instrument, compliance with regulations, product
construction, components and spares interchangeability,
fault-finding, programming, reprogramming, downloading,
storing and uploading programmed data, handling device
drivers, mapping, calculation and setting up pulse outputs
and linearisation functions.

Course participant from Arla Foods

Apprentice training
Endress+Hauser is passionate about supporting the
development of young engineers by ensuring they are
well-trained and motivated from the very beginning of their
working lives.
Process instrumentation and control for apprentices
Target audience Apprentices.
Content This course is designed to develop a working
knowledge of process instrumentation and control
techniques. Covering instrumentation theory, control loops
and use of tools and test equipment, this course focuses on
the basic skills apprentices need in their future career. We
will work with you to develop a bespoke course designed to
accelerate the development of your apprentice engineers.
PID loop tuning: basic course
Target audience Apprentices and technicians.
Content A two-day introduction to feedback control,
covering the basic principles, structure and terminology of
controllers and control elements. PID controllers and the
actions of the various elements are explored using a
combination of hands-on simulation and real process
control systems for controlling level, pressure and flow.
For more information on our training courses,
please call us on 0161 286 5000 or
visit: www.uk.endress.com/training-centre
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The Levelflex FMP55 incorporates
both capacitance and guided wave
radar level measurement in a
single instrument.

Multi-parameter measurement
________________________________
The Levelflex FMP55 offers safe measured
value detection of emulsion layers with the
simultaneous emission of the level and
interface signals, combining the
capacitance and guided radar principle in
one instrument.

Levelflex FMP55 measuring interface
layers with emulsion.

For more information call 0161 286 5050 or
visit www.uk.endress.com/FMP55

Levelflex FMP55

Levelflex FMP55: the best of both worlds
Two principles of level measurement – capacitance and guided wave radar –
have been used successfully for a long time. Both have unique advantages yet,
at the same time, both have limitations on their capabilities. Now there is a
solution to cover all eventualities using both techniques – the Levelflex FMP55.

The principle of capacitance level measurement is
based on the electrical property of a fluid. The electrical
property of capacitance change is measured and the
output is proportional to the level of liquid in the tank.
This principle has also been used successfully to
measure interfaces such as oil on water because it is
relatively insensitive to the level of the oil compared to
the water.
In guided wave radar measurement, a microwave
signal is reflected off the surface of the product and the
time it takes to be detected by a receiver determines
the level measurement. Because some of the energy
can still travel on through lower dielectric constant
(DC) fluids, such as oil, this principle can also be used
for measuring interfaces such as oil on water.
Both principles work well in ideal circumstances but do
have limitations. For example the capacitance probe
cannot tell you the overall height and thickness of the
upper layer (e.g. the oil sitting on water). The guided
wave radar can be fooled by changes in the upper
medium dielectric constant or if the layers start to mix
and produce an emulsion layer.

Of course if the interface becomes ill defined the
reflection of the microwave signal from the interface
will disappear. But once this signal drops below a
pre-defined level of confidence then the probe starts
to measure the level by using the capacitance
principle, and reliable measurement continues.
Another limitation of using a guided wave radar
device for interface level measurement is that once
the depth of the top layer becomes smaller than
approximately 100mm it becomes difficult to
separate the signals from the upper level and the
interface level. Once again the capacitance
measurement may be called in to play to ensure
continued reliability. The output from the interface
may then be used for both control and alarm as an
indicator when the depth of the top layer becomes
critically low.
Of course many interface measurements have highly
volatile products as the top layer so the Levelflex
FMP55 comes with suitable ATEX approvals for use
in hazardous areas.

The Levelflex FMP55 can be provided as either a rod or
rope device, but performs best when the coaxial tube
version is used. The tube is cross drilled to ensure the
interface and the product layers flow smoothly into the
tube to produce accurate measurement.

Simple commissioning and maintenance
Commissioning of the device is an easy task using
the intuitive menus on the instrument display, but
by adding the use of the Fieldcare package - which
may be run on a suitable PC connected to the loop
- it is possible to see the way the device is working.
The envelope curve display is particularly useful and
allows the user to see all of the raw levels and all of
the calculations being made; this not only gives a
better understanding of the process but also allows
optimisation to suit the application. Once all the
setup is done it is then easy to use Fieldcare to
record the settings and performance and save these
for later reference as either hard copies or electronic
data files.

The top level is measured by reflecting the microwave
signal from the top surface of the product. A second
reflection is then also given from the interface.
Importantly, a third signal from the end of the probe is
also given and its shift is used to calculate the
properties of the layers to enable accurate calculation
of the different levels.

Maintenance of the system is also very easy as the
housing of the instrument contains intelligence that
saves a copy of the setup data for the device. So if an
electronics replacement is required all you need is a
new electronics pack and a screwdriver as the
settings and data will be automatically restored and
the device will be back up and running quickly.

Reliable measurement
So the solution to cover all eventualities is to use both
measurement techniques. The Levelflex FMP55
incorporates both capacitance and guided wave radar
level measurement in a single instrument. This device
is mounted with a single process connection and can
provide outputs such as interface level, lower liquid
level, top layer depth and overall top level.
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Go with the flow!
As a leading manufacturer of flowmeters, Endress+Hauser understands the
importance of highly accurate calibration facilities. Not only does calibration give
you confidence in your measurements, but it is essential to meet many quality
and safety standards. Endress+Hauser maintains more calibration facilities
worldwide than any other flowmeter manufacturer, so if you choose to send your
instruments to us for calibration you can rest assured they’re in expert hands.

In the UK our water flow rig incorporates the very latest developments in
flow technology to provide high quality calibrations. This facility is also
traceable to national standards and meets the requirements of ISO
17025. A team of highly skilled technicians operates the flow rig,
including Steven Bennett who talks us through the calibration process…

Steven Bennett: Service Technician

What happens when a customer’s flowmeter arrives at
Endress+Hauser?
“As soon as the instruments are booked in and we have the completed
COSHH Declaration of Decontamination form we carry out inspection
bench tests. No matter whether the instrument’s been sent in for repair
and calibration or just calibration we automatically carry out these tests
because a customer may not be aware there’s a fault. It also means there
are no nasty surprises for the customer because we’ll always re-quote if
additional work is needed before we calibrate the instrument.”

Flow calibration

What kind of flowmeters can be calibrated at our UK
facility?
“We can calibrate any Endress+Hauser or third party
flowmeter from 8-100mm - or up to 80mm for Vortex
meters - here in Manchester. Larger instruments aren’t a
problem either; we just send them to our production centres
in Europe where they can calibrate our largest flowmeters
that often exceed two metres in diameter! They also handle
the traceable calibrations to ISO 17025.  But it’s rare that
we get an instrument we’re not equipped for in the UK.”
What does the calibration process involve?
“You simply choose the correct process connection and then
install the device under test in the measurement section of
the calibration rig. A pump feeds water from the supply tank
through the pipeline at three differing rates before issuing a
result. It used to be a very manual process but now it’s
completely automated, thanks to software we’ve developed
here in the UK. It means user error is all but eliminated and
it’s much quicker, meaning customers can get their
instruments back sooner. If the instrument doesn’t need
adjustment we’ll produce a calibration certificate and send it
straight back, otherwise we’ll figure out the deviation, adjust
the calibration factor in the instrument (or leave ‘as found’
if requested) and run the water through again. In that case
we’ll produce full documentation, showing what adjustment
has been made, as well as the calibration certificate. The
result also gets recorded on our database so you can always
request another copy.”
For more information on our laboratory
calibration facilities or to pre-book a calibration,
please call our Service Department on 0161 286 5150.

How quickly will a customer’s flowmeter be returned?
“The standard return time is within five working days but
we can return them sooner on request, even on the same
day they arrive if this is agreed in advance. Our prebooking service, which allows customers to tell us when
they’re planning to send us an instrument, helps us to
deliver an efficient service. It also helps customers to plan
their calibration schedules and ensures they get their
instruments back in the process as soon as possible.”
How do you know the reference flowmeters are
accurate?
“The rig calibration uncertainty is calculated in accordance
with the requirements of the UK Accreditation Service and
every 12 months our reference meters are sent back to our
production sites for a premium traceable flow calibration
and density calibration. Our primary calibration facilities in
Switzerland, Germany and France operate to the highest
international standards and are certified to ISO 17025 by
the Swiss Accreditation Service. As well as having these
facilities available to us and our customers, we’re fortunate
that we can draw on the vast experience of our colleagues
who help us to deliver a high standard in the UK.”
What are the benefits of factory calibration over mobile
calibration?
“Mobile calibration is very convenient for the customer as
we go to them and it keeps downtime to an absolute
minimum. But factory calibration is more accurate, you
don’t have to wait for an engineer to visit and the
turnaround time is pretty quick. Either way the
calibrations are traceable to national standards so you
don’t have to worry about the quality.”

UK flow calibration
Flowmeter type

Size*

Electromagnetic

8-100mm

Vortex

8-80mm

Coriolis

8-100mm

Ultrasonic

8-100mm

Mechanical

8-100mm

Flow range*

0.5m3/hr to 70m3/hr
(500 to 70,000kg/hr)

*Instruments outside of the given ranges and thermal flowmeters will be sent to our European production facilities for calibration.
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PROFIBUS networks: asset or liability?
Since its introduction into the process industry in the mid 1990s, PROFIBUS
has established itself as a robust and flexible technology. The benefits are well
documented and its popularity has increased exponentially, confirming it as
the network of choice within many industry sectors.
Plant control systems undergo regular hardware
and software updates, including change
management protocols to ensure ongoing integrity.
Equally, plant assets in the form of instruments,
motors, actuators etc. generally benefit from
regular maintenance and calibration checks.
However, the networks to which they connect are
usually overlooked. Even where the network has
been correctly designed a combination of poor
installation, unsuitable networking components
and general wear and tear can give the perception
of unreliability. Although the system may be in
data exchange and appear to be working correctly,
how can you be sure it’s stable and reliable?
As a major promoter of PROFIBUS DP/PA,
Endress+Hauser offers a range of Field Network
Engineering services to meet your requirements.
Using industry standard test and verification tools,
a certified PROFIBUS engineer will deliver test and

verification services to survey your networks and
provide a report detailing our findings and
recommendations. We check the physical integrity
of the network and monitor communications
including data stability and waveforms. In many
cases potential future problems can be rectified
before they affect communication. We may also
recommend using alternative networking
components to improve reliability and simplify
future verification.
Have you considered an annual network
verification contract? Your complete production
process depends on your network’s reliability
- don’t leave it to chance!
For more information about PROFIBUS
network testing and verification services call
0161 286 5050 or email: info@uk.endress.com

Family footsteps

Founded in 1953 by
Georg H Endress and
Ludwig Hauser, Endress+Hauser
has been solely owned by the
Endress family since 1975.
Georg’s second eldest son Klaus
Endress recently became
President of the Supervisory
Board after stepping down as
Group CEO and his brother,
Hans-Peter (Steven’s father),
is now Chairman of
Endress+Hauser Ltd in the UK
after serving 25 years as
Managing Director.

Image left: Hans-Peter Endress and
Steven Endress in discussion.

Following in the family footsteps
Following in his father’s and grandfather’s footsteps, Steven Endress joined the
family business in January 2012. Having worked in the Service Department
since joining Endress+Hauser, Steven has now been appointed Service Process
Owner. He agreed to talk to maintenance today about his plans for the
department and what it means to be part of the business that bears his name…
What made you decide to join the family business?
“I was always interested in working for the business but it
was a daunting idea to start with no experience. So
I studied business at university before going to work for a
software development house. After a couple of years I
moved on to a larger, internationally-focused software
development company where I headed up contracts;
effectively these were the equivalent of our Service
Agreements so it’s been very useful for me to be able to
draw on that experience. I was then promoted to Vice
President of Sales for Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
the Czech Republic before Endress+Hauser approached me
about joining the business. Following discussions with my
family, it was decided that I should complete an MBA
before joining so I enrolled at Lancaster University as the
course had a leadership focus that seemed relevant for me.”
What made you want to work in the Service Department
in particular?
“Over recent years there’s been increasing recognition of
the need to further develop that side of the business; we’re
best known for our products but we also have a lot to offer
in terms of service and solutions. It’s an area close to my
heart as well when I think about discussions with my
grandad. From an early age he instilled in me the ‘serve
before you earn’ mentality. The Service Department is the
ideal place to practise this philosophy.”

What’s your plan for Service now you’re process owner?
“Last year we had a ‘back to basics’ approach and I want that
to continue. It means focusing on the essential aspects,
calibration and commissioning, and ensuring we have
competent engineers ready to respond to our customers!
We’re also developing our Service Agreements as this proactive
approach to maintenance management helps our customers
achieve maximum value from their measurement devices.”
Do you feel a lot of pressure from carrying the Endress name?
“I feel a big responsibility because I’m the first - and only
- member of the third generation to take an operational role in
the business. I do feel there’s an ambassadorial role for me in
terms of representing the family as well as developing the
business. There’s a pressure from statistics too given the
tendency in family-run businesses for it to go wrong in the
third generation because they don’t have the right work ethic.
Credit goes to my parents for the way they’ve brought me up
- I don’t take anything for granted. I’ve grown up with some
very strong role models in my dad, uncle and grandfather.
From an early age, rather than discussing football, my grandad
would talk to me about mergers and acquisitions! It sounds a
little odd but on reflection it was probably quite fundamental
to where I am today, even more so than my formal
education! I don’t think you can understate the importance
of experience: it’s been the single most important factor in
helping me integrate into the business.”
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Installed Base Audit: knowledge is power
Having a clear picture of your installed base is vital. Without it you will inevitably
lose precious time hunting for asset information, you risk holding duplicate and
obsolete inventory and your maintenance costs could be higher as a result. It
could even be argued that poor asset information management increases the risk
of health and safety and environmental incidents. There is then a clear argument
for increased efficiency through improved asset knowledge.
Yet too few maintenance engineers have up-to-date
information on their installed base, as over time
plants are modified, equipment is changed and
instruments become obsolete. An Installed Base
Audit is, therefore, an excellent starting point to
begin effectively managing your assets.
Why choose Endress+Hauser?
Collection of asset data can be a time-consuming and
labour-intensive process with multiple and often
neglected measuring points combined with
instrumentation from several suppliers to take into
account. Endress+Hauser has an experienced audit
team who can collect the information in the shortest
time possible with minimal inconvenience to your plant.
But it’s following the collection of data that choosing
Endress+Hauser as your partner makes the most
difference. The information will be processed and
collected in our web-enabled asset management
system (W@M). This online storage facility offers
fast access to device information and documentation
to ensure you meet quality requirements. The
integrated activity planner also helps you to organise
future maintenance activities. We can arrange for

training to help you get the most from W@M, or we
can manage the system on your behalf.
Once the information has been collected and
recorded, we will make recommendations for the
optimisation of your maintenance activities, including
critical spares management. Each Installed Base
Audit will be managed by a dedicated
Endress+Hauser Service Advisor so that you have a
single point of contact throughout the whole process.
The benefits of an Installed Base Audit
Good asset information is fundamental to good asset
performance and is proven to reduce both capital
and operating expenditure. An Installed Base Audit
is the first step in reaping the rewards of good asset
information, such as:
• Prevention of unscheduled downtime and
associated costs due to asset failures
• Better repair handling through improved spare
parts management
• Easy access to device information and
documentation
• Reduced complexity
• Lower maintenance costs

Installed Base Audit

Installed Base Audit: production steps

Kick-off meeting

On-site instrumentation
data collection

We’ll organise a meeting to discuss
your plant and requirements.

Process know-how

Review

Revealing critical
instruments

Periodic reviews ensure
the data remains current
and relevant.

A meeting involving all relevant
departments (maintenance, quality,
metrology, production, safety, etc.)

Highlighting potential
improvements

Analysis and
recommendations definition

Presentation of the results
and action plan
A meeting to present the results of the
analysis in order to:
• Propose solutions
• Make decisions
• Define an action plan

For more information, call 0161 286 5150 or visit
www.uk.endress.com/asset-information-management

Based on your specific
requirements as established in
the previous steps.

Deliverables:
• Installed Base Audit report
• W@M Portal or Enterprise
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Case study: Online Shop speeds up
ordering process at Ondeo IS
Ondeo Industrial Solutions, part of Degrémont Industry, is a leading provider of
sustainable water and utility solutions for industrial customers in the UK and Ireland. As
well as operations and maintenance, the company offers services such as audits
and feasibility studies, remediation and improvement works, tailored equipment supply
and installation, temporary water supply and laboratory services. Headquartered
in Grangemouth, the company has a base at Heineken’s brewery in Tadcaster.
The challenge
Ondeo Industrial Solutions has been a valued
customer of Endress+Hauser for many years, having
purchased and received training on numerous
devices for flow, pressure and analytical
measurement. Yet the water management company
was always looking for ways of receiving orders
more quickly. “We handle trade wastewater from
the brewing process,” explains Lead Maintenance
Technician Dave Burrows. “The water needs to be
treated as quickly and efficiently as possible before
being returned to the river in order to comply with
environmental legislation. We maintain a stock of
critical spares – things like pH probes and level
sensors – and we need to know exactly when new
orders are going to arrive.”

The solution
Endress+Hauser’s Online Shop was established in 2010 to
help customers reduce the time spent sourcing and
purchasing products. As well as buying instruments and
consumables, customers can also download technical
information, operating instructions and certificates; easily
identify spare parts and compare products; and check
product availability. Ondeo began using the Online Shop in
2011, primarily for ease of ordering. Initially using the site
to purchase spares and consumables, now they feel
confident enough to buy virtually any Endress+Hauser
product online. “I’m no computer expert but once I got used
to the site I could navigate round it quite easily,” says Dave
Burrows. “I’ve bought all sorts online, including devices to
measure gas flow, water flow, pH, dissolved oxygen …
almost anything! If I ever get stuck there’s always someone
at the end of the phone.”
The benefits
Transparency has proved to be the main benefit of the
Online Shop for Ondeo, as Dave Burrows explains: “It’s
useful to be able to see the availability of the instruments
so we know when our orders are going to arrive. I can even
leave a message for Endress+Hauser staff - requesting a
quicker turnaround or asking a technical question - and I
always get a fast response. It’s really easy to keep track of
our orders.”

Dave Burrows loves the convenience of using the Online Shop.

To set up your own Online Shop account visit
www.uk.endress.com/online-shop
or call 0161 286 5000 for more information.

Process safety quiz

Safety: how much do you know?

Managing your risk is critical in an industrial environment: you must protect
the community, the environment and your assets. But how much do you know
about safety? We’ve put together a ‘Who wants to be a process safety
champion?’ quiz to test your knowledge - and it gives you the chance to win a
place on our Process Safety Seminar in Switzerland this November!
After 60 years in the process automation business,
Endress+Hauser has the experience and expertise to support
you with all your safety requirements. From the initial design
through to manufacture, application, commissioning,
operation, maintenance and proof testing, Endress+Hauser
is there to support you every step of the way. And because
the safety of your process, people and the environment is of
fundamental importance to us, we’re hosting a Process
Safety Seminar in Reinach, Switzerland from 23-27
November 2014.

To test your process safety knowledge, and be in with
the chance of winning a place at the seminar, just
enter the quiz at: www.uk.endress.com/process-safety
and enter code EH3i2

Free posters!
As part of our commitment to process safety we
have designed two new posters with a safety
theme. One relates to Functional Safety (SIL),
including a description of process risks, risk
reduction strategies and organisational
requirements. The other is a selection guide for
Explosion Protection, including the latest ATEX
update. These posters are available to order free of
charge by emailing info@uk.endress.com with the
subject ‘Free posters’.
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